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Rationale

The research and statistics surrounding the benefits of reading are undeniable. Not only is

reading one of the most important predictors of attainment, (Sullivan and Brown, 2013) but

it also gives students a future of greater life satisfaction, social connectedness and

preparation for life’s difficulties (Billington, 2015). Learning to read well, enjoying reading

and developing a life-long love of reading, therefore, cannot be underestimated.

The single greatest link to educational success, beyond any socio-economic status, is reading

enjoyment (OECD, 2002) and reading plays a key role in any child’s development (Clark and

Zoysa, 2011). However, around one in six people in England are ‘functionally literate’,

meaning that they have difficulty reading about unfamiliar topics or from unfamiliar sources

(National Literacy Trust, 2020.) Christopher Such, in his seminal work The Art and Science of

Teaching Primary Reading, writes that illiteracy creates disempowered and joyless people,

who are alienated from their own society. Subsequently, teaching children to read is one of

the most important duties in any school and we as Hope Sentamu Learning Trust are

committed to our goal that no child leaves our schools without being able to read.

Our cross phase reading strategy aims to ensure that every child can thrive and live life in all

its fullness by learning to read well. Our approach is research and evidence driven, with the

EEF reading strands of the literacy recommendations at its heart. Our aim is that HSLT

students receive a diet of high quality, challenging texts across all disciplines combined with

targeted vocabulary instruction and opportunities for structured oracy. This is all

underpinned by a foundation of systematic phonics instruction through Read Write Inc. and

Fresh Start. No matter a student’s starting point, our schools proactively plan to support

them with carefully planned reading intervention.

Alongside this, we consider it paramount to establish a culture of reading for pleasure across

all schools. Our vision is that all HSLT students and teachers celebrate reading at every

opportunity.  Our libraries and librarians are highly valued within our schools, drawing on

the important factor in reading for pleasure: choice. Choice and interest [in reading] are

highly related (Schraw et al, 1998; Clark and Phythian-Sence, 2008), and research reports a
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link between library use and reading for pleasure; young people that use their library are

nearly twice as likely to be reading outside of class every day (Clark and Hawkins, 2011).
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Engaging with evidence:

our approaches to the EEF improving literacy recommendations

Research-driven best practice model for reading, mapped across EYFS to KS5.

These strands develop and build as they move forward →→→
1. Developing
Language,
communication and
vocabulary

2. Use a broad and
balanced approach
to developing
readers (sharing
books and
promoting
disciplinary literacy)

3. Effectively
implement a
systematic phonics
programme,
including secondary
level where
necessary

4. Support pupils to
develop fluent
reading capabilities
and building
students’ ability to
read complex texts

5. Teach reading
comprehension
strategies through
modelling and
supported practice

6. Use high quality
assessments to
ensure all children
make good progress

7. Provides high
quality target and
structured
interventions to
help pupils
struggling with
reading

Language provides the
foundation of thinking
and learning and
should be prioritised.

Reading requires a
broad range of
capabilities and
requires motivation
and engagement

Both decoding and
comprehension skills
are necessary for
confident and
competent reading,
but neither is sufficient
on its own.

Fluent reading supports
comprehension because
pupils’ cognitive
resources are freed from
focusing on word
recognition and can be
redirected towards
comprehending the text.

Reading comprehension
is made up of a
combination of decoding
skills and language
comprehension and
needs to be taught in
context using high quality
texts.

Collect high quality,
up-to-date information
about pupil’s current
capabilities and adapt
teaching accordingly to
focus on exactly what
pupils need to progress

High quality targeted
support can ensure
that children falling
behind catch up as
quickly as possible.

EYFS Staff provide high
quality adult
interactions within
areas of provision
both inside and out.
Language is modelled
effectively, building
and extending
sentences and

Early reading and
listening and attention
skills are developed
through storytelling,
sharing stories, singing
and rhyming activities
to develop letter
sound knowledge, and
activities to develop

Prior to the
introduction of Read
Write Inc children
engage in activities to
develop phonological
awareness and an
interest in sounds.
Children are exposed
to letters in the

Parents are invited to
meetings throughout
the year to help
support their child in
learning to read.
RWI Talk Through
Stories are read in
daily story sessions
alongside short

Children begin
answering simple
questions about
characters, setting and
the problem in the
story. They relate what
they have read to their
own experiences.
Teachers model and

Children are assessed
regularly and this
informs any support
that is given. A robust
early speech and
language assessment
is used to identify the
precise next steps for
children. Once RWI is

Once next steps have
been identified
through assessments
children can be
supported by high
quality in the moment
interactions with
highly trained staff.
Language is developed



vocabulary. phonological
awareness.

Books are high profile
in all areas of an EYFS
classroom.

environment and are
taught RWI Nursery in
the Summer Term or
when they are ready.
Speed Sound lessons
are taught daily from
the beginning of
Reception. See Making
a Strong Start in
Reception document.

Making a Strong
Start Aug 2021.pdf

vocabulary sessions.
Children join in with
familiar songs and
stories.

develop children's
answers using My Turn
Your Turn (MTYT).

taught children are
assessed each half
term.

around children’s
interests. Children
who need to ‘keep up’
with RWI phonics will
have 1:1 or group
interventions and
‘pinny time’.

KS1 Adults will use every
opportunity to model
language.

RWI Talk through
stories will be used to
share a story with
children daily. An
additional 10 minute
vocabulary session will
take place daily to
explicitly teach tier 2
words identified in the
books.

Adults will model
correct language, full
sentences and extend
vocabulary and
children will repeat
using MTYT.

Children will
experience a wide
range of texts
including; classic and
current picture books
and stories,
non-fiction, poetry,
songs and rhymes.

Thought will be given
to ensure children are
exposed to a wide
range of cultures and
diversity.

Texts will be used to
support all subjects
where appropriate.

Classes will have a set
of core books that are
displayed and
repeatedly read over a
half term.

Classrooms have a

Children will be taught
RWI daily. They will be
grouped in
homogenous groups
following regular
assessments. Staff will
be highly trained to
deliver these sessions
and will be coached
and supported to
ensure the best quality
first teaching.

During a session
children will review
previously taught
sounds, learn a new
sound and practice
reading sounds they
know in words. They
will read phonetically
decodable books that
match their sound
knowledge.

Parents are invited to
meetings throughout
the year to help
support their child in
learning to read.

Children will read at
school everyday and
will be encouraged to
read at home. This will
be monitored by staff.

Children will re-read
texts to increase their
speed and accuracy to
allow them to read
more words ‘at a
glance.’ Adults will
re-read parts of the
text to help improve
their comprehension.

Some children will
need regular 1:1
reading in school.

Children will have
opportunities to
improve their
comprehension using
strategies to support
their inference and
understanding. After
reading or sharing a
story they will have a
selection of
prediction,
questioning, clarifying
or summarising
questions and will
draw on their prior
knowledge when
answering.

They will use Fast
Fingers (FF) to find
evidence in the text or
Have a Think (HaT) to
discuss with a partner.
Adults will model and
develop answers using
MTYT.

Schools will have a
Reading Leader (or
reading team) who are
responsible for
assessing children
every half term using
the RWI assessments.
Class teachers will
assess children
throughout the year
using a phonics
screening check
assessment.

They will be used to
group children and to
measure progress,
support coaching of
staff and identify the
lowest 20% for
intervention.

Once children are
reading at blue level
they will also be
assessed for fluency

The lowest 20% or
children that are not
making sufficient
progress based on the
RWI half termly
assessment will have
1:1 or small group
‘Fast Track Tutoring’
interventions.

ftt_handbook.pdf

These will be regular
and targeted to ensure
rapid progress is made
and children’s progress
will be reviewed
regularly.

Y1 teachers will teach
an additional
afternoon whole class
phonics session based
on the Phonics
Screening
assessments.
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good selection of well
organised and
appealing texts.

and accuracy by
measuring the number
of words they can read
in a minute.

KS2 Teachers read aloud
everyday. This can be a
whole class novel,
extracts from texts,
information texts,
leaflets, poetry or
song lyrics.

Teachers model their
thinking aloud and
give opportunities for
children to discuss and
articulate their ideas
verbally.

Language is explored
looking at tier 2 words,
synonyms and high
utility words.

There is a clear love of
reading and book talk
is part of the school
culture.

Children are given an
opportunity during the
school day to read
independently.

Schools have a well
organised and
updated library and
class libraries. Children
know which books to
select for their age/
level and have an
opportunity to select
books for themselves.

Children have an
opportunity to read a
diverse range of texts
in different subject
areas.

Teachers are
enthusiastic about
books and are
knowledgeable about
texts.

Children in KS2 are
assessed using RWI
assessments and
continue to follow the
programme until they
are secure in their
phonological
knowledge.

Y5/6 pupils are
assessed using the
RWI Fresh Start
programme and follow
the modules.

Throughout KS2 there
is a continued use of
phonics to support
reading, spelling and
new vocabulary.

Children have access
to the complex speed
sound chart and it is
displayed in the
classroom.

Fluency is mastered at
every level of reading.
They will be able to
read quickly,
accurately and with
the appropriate stress
and intonation.

During daily reading
and reading sessions
teachers model fluent
reading and children
repeat it back. They
also practice
re-reading a short text
to improve word
recognition and
fluency.

Teachers explicitly
model the process of
answering
comprehension
questions. These will
include prediction,
questioning, clarifying,
summarising,
inference and using
prior knowledge.

A variety of texts will
be carefully chosen to
give children
opportunities to
practice these in
various contexts and
make links between
texts and explore
themes across books.

Children will be
supported and
scaffolded to use
these skills
independently.

Children are regularly
assessed for their
reading skill,  fluency
and comprehension.
Assessments will give
an accurate reflection
of a child’s reading age
compared to their
actual age.

RWI assessments are
used for phonological
skills and Fresh start
assessments for Y5/6
pupils if needed.

Children identified in
assessments as
needing phonics
support should attend
daily RWI phonics
sessions or Fresh Start
sessions.

Additional 1:1 or small
group Fast Track
tutoring should be put
in place for the lowest
20% or those not
making sufficient
progress.

KS3 Teachers in every
subject should provide
explicit vocabulary
instruction to help
students access and

Teachers of all subjects
should  promote
reading and provide
opportunities for
students to read in the

Fresh Start is used
systematically with
students in KS3 who
cannot read. Students
who can read but have

Students should be
taught to actively
engage with complex
texts in every subject
and using existing

Reading
comprehension
strategies should be
used consistently in
the classroom and this

Teachers should be
skilled in recognising
gaps in reading and
adapt teaching to
close these.

Teachers should
expect and proactively
plan to support the
weakest readers,
particularly in Year 7.
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use academic
language, including
etymology and
morphology. Teachers
should also prioritise
teaching tier 2 and 2
words and have a clear
understanding of
which words and
phrases are featured
in the curriculum.

classroom. Disciplinary
literacy should be
prioritised, with all
teachers
understanding how to
teach students to
read, write and
communicate
effectively in their
subjects. CPD is
related to reading
within specific
subjects.

other issues such as
comprehension,
decoding or fluency
should be identified to
undertake courses of
intervention.

knowledge to
comprehend content
is prioritised.

works towards
independence once
mastered.

High-quality
assessment and
diagnosis should be
used to target
struggling readers.
Rapid provision of
support is important,
but it is critical to
ensure it is the right
support.

Schools should
develop a model of
tiered support which
increases in intensity
in line with what is
needed to secure
reading. Intervention
should be monitored
carefully and a system
of coordinated
support supported by
whole school
leadership is essential.

KS4
and
KS5

Teachers in every
subject should
prioritise tier 2 and
tier 3 vocabulary and
this instruction is
systematically
integrated into daily
classroom instruction,
routinely organised
into meaningful
patterns for success at
GCSE. KS4 and A Level
students should be
supported to make
vocabulary
connections across the
curriculum.

Teachers should
consistently share the
unique language, ways
of knowing, doing and
communicating in
their respective
subject disciplines
with their colleagues
and in their classroom
practice with students.
There should be
appropriate CPD time
dedicated to practice
of developing
disciplinary literacy.

Fresh Start is used
systematically with
students in KS4 who
cannot read. Students
who can read but have
other issues such as
comprehension,
decoding or fluency
should also be
identified to
undertake courses of
intervention.

Teachers and TAs
share a common
language about
reading instruction
and encourage KS4
students to exhibit an
independently
strategic approach
when reading complex
academic texts at
GCSE and A Level.
Students should be
confident when they
read new material.

Reading
comprehension
strategies should be
embedded in lessons
and KS4 students
should use these
strategies
independently to bring
prior knowledge,
vocabulary and
fluency together for
success at GCSE and A
Level.

Teachers should assess
reading formatively,
with all students’
reading abilities
understood and acted
on. Where students
struggle to read well,
rapid provision of
specific support is
introduced to ensure
understanding of GCSE
and A Level material.

Weakest readers
should be supported
with their specific
needs both within the
classroom and also
outside if necessary.
Intervention sessions
should be regular and
sustained, with clear
objectives and
expectations. Sessions
are carefully
timetabled to
minimise time spent
away from general
class teaching.
Teachers should have
a good awareness of
the structure and
coverage within
reading intervention.
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Primary: strategies to implement the strands

1. Developing Language, communication and vocabulary

- Ensure all EYFS staff are trained to effectively support vocabulary and language

development with the provision.

- EY/ KS1 to use the RWI Talk Through Stories planning available on the Ruth Miskin

Portal. Select books you enjoy reading and follow the 2 week timetable.

- Schools will need to follow or create a reading list for KS2 to follow ensuring they are

exposed to a selection of text types. Ashley Booth is used by some schools or books

for topic is a useful resource

- https://www.booksfortopics.com/

- KS2 Books need to be selected with vocabulary in mind and tier 2 vocabulary needs

to be planned and explicitly taught through all curriculum areas.

Section of Such book: Appendix A (pg 158-161) List of Tier 2 vocabulary for Primary

2. Use a broad and balanced approach to developing readers (sharing books and promoting

disciplinary literacy)

- Schools need to consider which songs, stories and rhymes will be taught throughout

EYFS to show progression.

- Phase 1 style Listening and Attention activities should be sequentially planned and

taught up to Reception. RWI Nursery should only be taught when the children are

ready.

- Each class should have carefully selected texts with thought given to diversity, a class

library should be available and books will have a high profile within the school.

- Subject leaders should plan the use of high quality texts to support their subjects.

- Schools should have a way for students to know which books to read for their level

and these should be monitored and checked regularly.

- KS2 children should have independent reading time allocated daily.

3. Effectively implement a systematic phonics programme, including secondary level where

necessary

- Phase 1 style Listening and Attention activities should be sequentially planned and

taught up to Reception. RWI Nursery should only be taught when the children are

ready.

- RWI is introduced from the Summer Term in Nursery and the beginning of Reception.

- Children will be taught RWI daily in homogenous groups following the programme

with fidelity.

- Each school will have a Reading Leader who is responsible for ensuring the success

for RWI and coaching staff to ensure children make rapid progress. Keep up, not

catch up!
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- Schools need to ensure children are reading phonetically decodable books linked to

the sounds they know. Children need to re-read previously read books to improve

fluency.

- Schools need to have a way of tracking how often children are reading and making

sure they have the correct books.

- KS2 children that are identified as still needing phonics will receive daily RWI or Fresh

Start.

- RWI complex speed sound charts should be displayed in all KS2 classrooms.

- Phonics should be used to support the teaching of reading, spelling and new

vocabulary in KS2 and staff need to be sufficiently trained in RWI.

4. Support pupils to develop fluent reading capabilities and building students’ ability to read

complex texts

- RWI Talk Through Stories should be timetabled for 20 mins everyday from Reception

to Y2. (Nursery can also use the planning to support storytime.) A separate 10 min

vocabulary session should also be timetabled daily.

- RWI should be shared with parents through meetings in person or via zoom. The

Ruth Miskin Portal has a selection of materials designed to support schools in

sharing information with parents. This could include: Starting in Reception,

Introduction to Set 1/2/3, How to read at home, Y1 Phonics screening.

- Schools need to have a robust method of keeping track of what children are reading

at home and at school as well as how often they are reading. This could be using a

Reading Record and a tick chart. The number of ticks should be reflected by the

number of comments in the Reading Record.

- Children should have the opportunity to re-read texts that are familiar to them. RWI

suggests sending home a previously read book alongside the current paper copy and

book bag book.

- Staff should model reading parts of text aloud to allow for children to improve their

comprehension.

- Schools need to ensure that children who do not read at home or are in the lowest

20% have the opportunity to read 1:1 with an adult regularly in school.

- Children need to be explicitly taught how to read fluently with adults modelling a

section of text and children re-reading to practice the skill. This can be done in

partners or chorally.

- As part of the daily reading sessions adults need to model reading sections of the

text fluently and children repeat it back. This should be used frequently.

5. Teach reading comprehension strategies through modelling and supported practice
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- Part of the Talk Through Stories involves children answering questions about the

main characters and settings of the story.

- Children need to be able to talk about their own experiences.

- Teachers need to rephrases the children's answers  and then the children repeat.

- RWI books have a selection of question types at the end of each book. Some of them

require Fast Fingers where children need to find evidence in the text and others

involve Have a Think where they can make inferences and predictions. The books in

the higher levels have some questions that the children can answer in writing.

- Once children come off RWI there needs to be a clear progression of chosen books

for children to access in Reading sessions. The different types of questions need to be

taught in context with the text rather than stand alone question types.

- Teachers need to spend time explicitly teaching and modeling their thinking of how

to answer the question. The children also need opportunities to show they can do

this independently.

- Jane Considine Hooked on Books is a great resource for teaching reading using a

mixture of whole class and group teaching.

6. Use high quality assessments to ensure all children make good progress

- Schools need to have a robust programme for assessing early speech and language.

- Clear next steps need to be identified and these should be developed through a

mixture of wave 1 teaching, opportunities in the provision and small group activities.

- RWI assessments will be carried out by the Reading Leader every half term.

- Reading Leaders will organise groups and interventions and will have a meeting with

the staff involved to share the progress and next steps for groups/ children. The

What to teach when document will be shared with staff and referred to throughout.

What to teach when Sep 21.pdf

- The lowest 20% will be identified and will have daily Fast Track tutoring. What to

teach when Sep 21.pdf

- Schools need to have a robust assessment programme that accurately reflects a

child’s reading age compared to their actual age.

- Assessments also need to assess their reading skill, fluency and comprehension.

7. Provides high quality target and structured interventions to help pupils struggling with

reading

- EY staff need to be trained to support children’s next steps through high quality in

the moment interactions.

- Every opportunity needs to be taken to develop children’s language around the

child’s interests. Adults need to be skilled in modelling language appropriate to the

child’s developmental level.
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- RWI interventions need to take place daily and can be done in a variety of ways to

ensure that all children ‘keep up’. 1:1 or small group Fast Track Tutoring, pinny time

in person or using the virtual classroom, Y1 afternoon phonics sessions, links to

virtual classroom shared with parents.

- KS2 Fresh Start groups for 20 mins daily.

Secondary: strategies to implement the strands

1. Developing Language, communication and vocabulary

- Develop a whole school vocabulary approach, which prioritises tier 2 and tier 3 vocabulary

through explicit CPD with staff. Introduce the instruction and retrieval of tier 2 and 3

vocabulary to schemes of learning in every subject area.

- Word or root word of the week could feature in your tutor time programmes.

- Frayer models or similar could be introduced across all subjects.

Section of Such book: See Chapter 11 and then pages 163 and 167 for examples.

2. Use a broad and balanced approach to developing readers (sharing books and promoting

disciplinary literacy)

- Undertake an audit of academic reading across subjects. “What does reading look like in

maths?” “How do we read in history?” “Where are the challenging academic texts in RE?”

“How are subjects represented in our school library?”

- Include reading and the teaching of reading as a standing item in department meetings..

- Prioritise staff CPD for reading in their subjects.

Section of Such book: See chapter 15 for reading across the curriculum.

3. Effectively implement a systematic phonics programme, including secondary level where

necessary

- Use external assessment, such as the NGRT tests from GL, to identify and intervene with any

student who has not yet mastered phonics.

- Implement a robust Fresh Start programme for identified students, involving all key

stakeholders (form tutors, heads of year, SLT links and parent/carers.) Enabling a child to read

at secondary school is everyone’s responsibility.

- Your school reading lead should QA Fresh Start sessions and monitor progress.

Section of Such book: See Chapter 4 for detailed information on teaching of phonics.

4. Support pupils to develop fluent reading capabilities and building students’ ability to read

complex texts
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- T. Shanahan and Herts of Learning project CPD for staff and include fluency of reading in QA

paperwork for learning walks.

- Launch paired reader groups with either older students helping younger students or local

community volunteers or library employees where possible.

- Include academic reading in all subject areas and work with your school librarian to provide

ample opportunities for different subjects to be represented well, both in fiction and

nonfiction.

Section of Such book: See Chapter 5 for fluency.

5. Teach reading comprehension strategies through modelling and supported practice

- Give training on and model using Reciprocal Reader strands for staff of all subject areas. Staff

could also use successful strategies from intervention programmes used in school, such as

Lexia, Lexonik and Thinking Reading.

- Staff in all subjects should read quality academic texts aloud to students in every subject as

well as co-constructing a “situation model” with students, (See Stanovich and Such).

- Staff should combine reading comprehension with their skills in pre-teaching challenging

vocabulary, including root word identification and use of the frayer model.

Section of Such book: See chapters 6, 7, 8, 9 and 13 for a detailed understanding of all strands of

comprehension.

6. Use high quality assessments to ensure all children make good progress

- Use a robust programme to enable all staff to identify students with reading difficulties. The

Intervention Identification Horsforth Quadrant could be a good place to begin establishing

the correct intervention for a student’s specific needs. Combine this with rewards systems

and communication with parents on progress and next steps.

- Department leads should develop disciplinary approaches to assessing reading formatively

within the classroom. “Can students read during a popcorn activity?” Can students read

accurately from the board?” “Can students read instructions aloud to the class?”

- The School reading lead should do learning walks on areas such as comprehension, fluency

and decoding across all areas of the school.

Section of Such book: See chapter 18 on assessment and reading data interpretation.

7. Provides high quality target and structured interventions to help pupils struggling with

reading

- Train all staff to use assessment carefully to identify students needing reading intervention

through robust procedure.

- Implement stages of intervention dependent on specific need: For example: Fresh Start

followed by Thinking Reading, followed by Lexia, followed by Reading Plus.
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- Work with all stakeholders to increase intervention success, including HOYs, form tutors,

librarians, TAs, teachers and parent/carers. All adults in school should work together to

prioritise students who cannot read well.

Section of Such book: See chapters 17, 18 and 19 on difficulties with reading and intervention.

Developing a culture of reading for pleasure

Suggestions for implementing a culture of reading for pleasure in your setting

EYFS ● Daily story time
● Lending library
● Parent workshops
● High quality books within the provision

KS1 ● Daily story time
● Lending library
● Class collection of books (authors, non-fiction, poetry, traditional tales)
● Linking books across curriculum areas
● Author visits
● Tracking frequency of reading
● Online RWI subscription

KS2 ● Daily story time
● School and class library sessions
● Independent reading sessions
● Accelerated Reader and MyOn (in some schools)
● Author visits
● Visit to local library/ links with local library
● Class novels

KS3 ● Book Buzz programme in Year 7
● Library inductions
● Recommended reading lists for all year groups
● Humber Mouth: Hull Literature Festival
● Author visits
● Reading to dogs programme
● Stories Matter: HSLT Writing Competition
● Book Clubs
● Accelerated Reader
● Books as prizes at awards evenings

KS4 ● Recommended reading lists for all year groups
● Humber Mouth: Hull Literature Festival
● Stories Matter: HSLT Writing Competition
● Book Clubs
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● Accelerated Reader
● Books as prizes at awards evenings
● First Story Young Writers programme
● GCSE and A Level Reading challenges
● Young Librarian scheme

KS5 ● Recommended reading lists for all year groups
● Humber Mouth: Hull Literature Festival
● Stories Matter: HSLT Writing Competition
● Accelerated Reader
● Books as prizes at awards evenings
● GCSE and A Level Reading challenges
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